DONALD S. COFFEY, PHD (1932 - 2017)

Dear Colleagues,
It is with a heavy heart that we announce the passing of Donald S. Coffey. Don
died peacefully on November 9th, 2017.
Don Coffey, A.K.A. “the Chief”, was a pioneer, leader, and icon in our urologic
research community. Don was a member of the organizing committee for the
SBUR in 1986 and served as our society’s second president from 1988-1989. Don
was a dedicated SBUR member his whole career, and many of his former trainees
went on to serve as president of the society, including John Isaacs, Leland Chung,
Steve Ward, and Robert Getzenberg. In 1991, the SBUR established the Don
Coffey Lecture to honor outstanding research efforts in all fields of investigation
while simultaneously recognizing Dr. Coffey's contributions to the field of urologic
research and his mentorship of many scientists and clinicians who conduct
scientific and clinical research in the field of urology. Past lecturers include Judah
Folkman, Burt O’Malley, and Charles Sawyers, as well as former Coffey trainees
Bill Nelson and Ken Pienta.
Donald S. Coffey, Ph.D. was born in Bristol, a twin city on the border of Virginia and Tennessee, on October 10, 1932. As
a young man, he grew up working at his father’s automobile service station. He then attended King College in Bristol,
Tennessee. In 1953, after leaving King College, he entered the University of East Tennessee. In 1955, he was hired by
the North American Rayon Company where he served as a chemist and engineer. During these early years, Don would
use meditation to reflect upon life, creativity, and the universe. During one of these sessions, Don’s mind inexplicably
turned to cancer. He decided, rather unexpectedly, that he would change his life and career to study cancer. Speaking
about this with a colleague and mentor at North American Rayon, Dr. Lee R. Herdon, he learned of Johns Hopkins as a
top institute to pursue this “hunch”. Don, his wife Eula, and their young daughter packed their bags and moved to
Baltimore.
Don worked his way into Hopkins as a volunteer, washing glassware at night and spending free time with scientists, while
working days as an engineer at the Westinghouse Electronic Corporation in Baltimore. Dr. Coffey attended evening
classes at McCoy College, the Hopkins night school, and soon obtained a position as a technician at the Brady Research
Laboratory where he worked nights with Charles Tesar, while keeping his primary job at Westinghouse. With the
sponsorship of Dr. William Scott, director of the Brady Urologic Institute, he became acting director of the Brady Urological
Research Laboratory from 1959 to 1960, left his position at Westinghouse, and entered the graduate program in the
medical school's department of physiological chemistry and received his Ph.D. in 1964.
During the late 1960s, Dr. Coffey became involved in research with the Brady Institute during Dr. Guy Williams-Ashman's
tenure as director of the Brady Laboratory for Reproductive Biology. Upon Dr. Williams-Ashman's return to Chicago in

1969, Dr. Coffey became director of the laboratory. Dr. Coffey's versatility attracted notice in other Hopkins
departments. He chaired the Department of Pharmacology without ever taking a course in pharmacology. With no
medical degree, he helped found the Cancer Center in 1973 with its first director, Albert Owens, and then ran it briefly in
1987. Dr. Coffey became one of Johns Hopkins’ first triple professors, and went on to serve as faculty in the departments
of Urology, Oncology, Pharmacology and Molecular Sciences, and Pathology. From 1974-2004, Don served as Director
of Research for the Brady Urologic Institute. Among Don’s many scientific accomplishments was his pioneering work in
defining the nuclear matrix and studying nuclear structure and chromatin organization. In the urologic community, he is
renowned for his mentorship and training of many outstanding leaders in the field of urology and cancer research. This
family extends beyond direct trainees. Don interacted and mentored any ambitious student, clinician and or scientist who
knocked on his door or stopped him in the hallways of Johns Hopkins or a national meeting. Recently, the James
Buchanan Brady Urologic Institute produced a full length film about Dr. Coffey and his legacy, which can be viewed at their
website (http://urology.jhu.edu/videos/history.php).
During his career Dr. Coffey was a member of the president’s committee on governance at the Hopkins School of
Medicine, a member and first faculty-elected vice-chairman of the medical school council, the advisory board, the
committee on educational policy and curriculum, the professional promotions committee, the medical scientist training
program and the committee on cultural and social affairs. From the U.S. Public Health Service, Dr. Coffey received the
Research Career Development Award from 1966 to 1972 and was in the experimental therapeutics study section from
1971 to 1975. He was a member of the National Prostatic Cancer Task Force, Working Cadre, and the President’s
Cancer Advisory Board. Dr. Coffey has served on the editorial boards of The Journal of Urology®, Advances in Sex
Hormone Research, International Union Against Cancer, Prostate and the World Journal of Urology. In addition, Dr. Coffey
was the 1992 recipient of the American Urological Association’s Eugene Fuller Triennial Prostate Award and the 2001
AUA Certificate of Achievement Award, which recognized his lifetime of career achievements in urology. In 2015 he
received the AACR Margaret Foti Award for Leadership and Extraordinary Achievements in Cancer Research. Many of Dr.
Coffey’s protégés are leaders in prostate cancer research today.
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